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In our catalog we proudly present our collection for 2023, which consists of colorful 

and sustainable products in which food and drinks are stored, taken and served. 

With these products we let you enjoy your life wherever you are and whenever you 

want. Easy and carefree. Also this year we have great innovations and surprising new 

colours and decors within the existing rages.

When designing new products, we take the wishes of our customers into account as 

much as possible. The storage specialist Mepal is therefore launching EasyClip on the 

market. A line of fresh food boxes to make meal prepping even easier with healthy 

and varied food. New for Mepal is that, in addition to the plastic trays, we will also 

be introducing glass trays. The lids with the unique one-click system, which can be 

operated with one hand, fit both variants. Mepal has of course ensured that these 

functional bowls look stylish and are available in several colours.

Colour, design and trends are words that fit perfectly with the Mepal collection. 

In 2023 we will introduce a number of timeless classics in a new fresh look. We 

combine beautiful and vibrant colors with a ton sur ton detail, which perfectly match 

the trends in fashion and interior. The products in these colors can be found in the 

on-the-go and storage range.

Also this year, Mepal brings exciting nice prints on its lunch products and dinnerware 

for children.

 

We hope you enjoy discovering our complete collection!
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MEPAL | SUSTAINABILITY

Heading for a
climate positieve 

future 
Sustainability. Being sustainable is what we do at Mepal. Because it’s 
in our DNA. We are always developing and renewing ourselves. We have 

been making high-quality products that are recyclable and last a long 
time for over 70 years. Products that replace single-use plastic products 

and in which leftovers are perfectly preserved. So very sustainable.
We do all this in an environment where everyone can participate.

Waste less together

100%
of the production waste 

is reused.

The alternative for
single-use plastic products.

  Food stays fresh
longer due to air
and aroma tight
storage.

100% of our
cardboard boxes for
internal transport are
reused for years.

Enjoy for a long time

The timeless products 
have a long lifespan 
due to their extremely 
strong and impact-
resistant material.

The separated parts 
can be reused as raw 

materials.

Spare parts are available for
the entire collection.

90%

MEPAL | SUSTAINABILITY

Not just plastic 

  The production of plastic is low in C02 
compared to other materials

  The products remain beautiful with daily 
use.

  Sturdy and lightweight, so handy for on 
the go and convenient during transport.

  Plenty of options in shape, color and 
design.

80% of our 
production takes place
in the Netherlands.

This saves more than

2.500.000
kilos of CO2 per year.

Local & social

Safe & trusted

100%
food grade 
materials.

The majority of our
products are being assembled 
by over 400 people in local 

workshops.

Made in
Holland

Mepal headquarters 
sustainably heated

by solar panels and
heat pump.

All our products are externally
tested and meet the strictest
food safety requirements.
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Whatever your child's age, our clever Mepal Mio and Campus 

products make it easy for them to do much more on their 

own. So there's less need for parents and teachers to be on 

hand! Perfect on the go, at the park, on holiday, at school, or 

just at the kitchen table.  And the fun part? As well as being 

practically indestructible, all our products look great too!

For
children
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Mepal Mio 
drinking cups 
& chi ldren's glass

Learning to drink step by step
in a fun and easy way

Campus drinking
bott les

Easy drinking with a push
or through a handy straw

Mepal Mio chi ldren's 
dinnerware

Discovering flavours
is a party

Do it yourself with 
Mepal

FOR CHILDREN | INTRODUCTION

Campus insulated 
bott le f l ip-up

Drink stays cool for a long time

Bento lunch boxes 
& fruit box

Variation is child's play!

FOR CHILDREN | INTRODUCTION
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DO IT YOURSELF!

Every bite is closely observed, every sip is 

carefully criticized by the stubborn tiny foodie. 

And added by the words: I do it! That’s why we 

have Mepal Mio. An entire collection filled with 

smart drinking cups, plates and cutlery to make 

learning to eat and drink fun and above all easy. 

For determined toddlers, spirited pre-schoolers 

and small gluttons who just can’t get enough. 

But moreover: for those little ones who want to 

feed themselves!

Mepal Mio 
dinnerware 
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The first step towards
your very first sip

•  From 6 months

•    Extra short spouts

•  Two openings for drinking

•  Sealing cap included

•   Leakproof

FOR CHILDREN | NON-SPILL SIPPY CUP MEPAL MIO

Better for mouth
and teeth

The cup has a special feature:
the cup has two openings for
drinking. We have made the
spouts as short as possible,
which allows for healthier

mouth and teeth 
development.

Slurping for
super kids

Your favourite cup
on the go!

The cup is leakproof: so no
spills in the handbag. Just slide

aside, and there’s the straw!
And the best thing is: your child

can do it her/himself, which
means one less thing you have

to look after.

FOR CHILDREN | STRAW CUP MEPAL MIO

•  From 9 months

•  Flexible, durable straw

•  Hygienic sealing

•  Easy to clean

•   Leakproof
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FOR CHILDREN | 360° TRAINER CUP MEPAL MIO

Learn how
to dose

360° trainer cup 300 ml

•  From 9 months

•  For healthy mouth and teeth development

•  Learn to drink independently

•  Leakproof

•  360˚drinking

Drinks l ike a real 
chi ldren's glass

With this cup little children can 
practice drinking sip by sip. 

It drinks just like a real glass, 
nice and grown up! Ready for 
the next big giant leap? Then 

remove the lid and it becomes a 
normal cup!

Encourage 
to drink 
yourself

Yummy,
 do it myself!

Trainer plate + spoon

•  From 6 months

•  High raised edge and round corners

•  Anti-slip base

•  Spoons with great grip and short handle

•  Suitable for microwave

FOR CHILDREN | TRAINER PLATE & SPOON MEPAL MIO

Pract ice makes 
per fect

Due to the high raised edge of 
the trainer plate, little children 
will be able to scoop food onto 
their spoon in no time. Even 

those tricky tiny peas will end 
up in their mouth. Still need 
some help? The smart grip 

enables you to easily hold the 
plate while your child is eating.
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Flowers & Butterflies 
Mepal x Little Dutch

Sailors Bay
Mepal x Little Dutch
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NON-SPILL SIPPY CUP
200 ML

10 80110 12400
with decor: 10 80120 
135 x 76 x 198 mm

pu 4 | mc 24
material: tritan | pp | si

10 80130 12400 
with decor: 10 80140

80 x 80 x 198 mm
pu 4 | mc 24

material: tritan | pp | si

FOR CHILDREN | DRINKING CUPS MEPAL MIO

10 80150 12400 
with decor: 10 80160

80 x 80 x 198 mm
pu 4 | mc 24

material: tritan | pp | si

FOR CHILDREN | GLASS & SETS MEPAL MIO

STRAW CUP
300 ML

360˚ TRAINER CUP
300 ML

CHILDREN'S GLASS
250 ML

10 80210 12400
with decor: 10 80220 

Ø 75 x 91 mm
pu 4 | mc 60
material: san

Miffy Explore
65230

Flowers & Butterfl.
65243

Sailors Bay
65244

deep turquoise
12400

deep blue 
14600

deep turquoise
12400

deep pink  
78400

deep blue 
14600

deep pink  
78400

Miffy Explore
65230

Flowers & Butterfl.
65243

Sailors Bay
65244

deep turquoise
12400

deep blue 
14600

deep pink  
78400

deep turquoise
12400

deep pink  
78400

deep blue 
14600

Miffy Explore
65230

Sailors Bay
65244

Flowers & Butterfl.
65243

Flowers & Butterfl.
65243

Sailors Bay
65244

Miffy Explore
65230

10 80400 12400
200 x 105 x 180 mm

pu 1 | mc 4
material: pp | tpe | tritan | si

10 80410 12400
335 x 105 x 220 mm

pu 1 | mc 4
material: pbt | pp | san 

stainless steel | abs

SET BABY DINNERWARE
3 PCS

SET CHILDREN'S DINNERWARE 
6 PCS

deep blue 
14600

Miffy Explore
65230

deep pink  
78400

deep turquoise
12400

Miffy Explore
65230

deep turquoise
12400

Flowers & Butterfl.
65243

deep blue 
14600

deep pink  
78400

Sailors Bay
65244

Flowers & Butterfl.
65243

Sailors Bay
65244



Plus 2 spreads Little Dutch decor 
en eentje met eigen decor.

For little ones who 
want to do it themselves 
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TRAINER PLATE

10 80020 12400  
Ø 176 x 35 mm

pu 4 | mc 32
material: pp | tpe

10 80015 12400
Ø 220 x 20 mm 

pu 4 | mc 32
material: pbt

FOR CHILDREN | PLATES & BOWLS MEPAL MIO

10 80030 12400
Ø 127 x 45 mm

pu 4 | mc 48 
material: pp

CHILDREN'S PLATE

CHILDREN'S BOWL

FOR CHILDREN | CUTLERY MEPAL MIO

CHILDREN'S CUTLERY SET 3 PCS

10 80330 12400
120 x 17 x 193 mm

pu 4 | mc 48
material: stainless steel | abs

deep turquoise
12400

deep blue 
14600

deep pink  
78400

deep turquoise
12400

deep pink  
78400

deep blue 
14600

deep pink  
78400

deep blue 
14600

Miffy Explore
65230

Flowers & Butterfl.
65243

Sailors Bay
65244

Miffy Explore
65230

Flowers & Butterfl.
65243

Sailors Bay
65244

Miffy Explore
65230

Sailors Bay
65244

Flowers & Butterfl.
65243

Flowers & Butterfl.
65243

Miffy Explore
65230

Sailors Bay
65244

deep turquoise
12400

deep pink  
78400

deep blue 
14600

deep turquoise
12400

FEEDING SPOON 2 PCS

BABYSPOON 2 PCS

deep pink  
78400

10 80320 12400
62 x 22 x 205 mm

pu 4 | mc 64
material: pp

10 80310 12400
72 x 18 x 156 mm

pu 4 | mc 48
material: pp

deep turquoise
12400

deep pink  
78400

deep blue 
14600

yellow
81900

deep turquoise
12400

deep blue 
14600

yellow
81900
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FOR CHILDREN | PALLET DISPLAY MEPAL MIO + CAMPUS LITTLE DUTCH

1/4 PALLET DISPLAY CAMPUS + 
CHILDREN'S DINNERWARE 

LITTLE DUTCH
10 74670 99960 

600 x 400 x 1930 mm
be 1 | ve 1 | mc 1

8 non-spill sippy cups mepal mio 200 ml
4 x Flowers & Butterflies | 10 80120 65243

4 x Sailors Bay | 10 80120 65244

16 straw cups mepal mio 300 ml
8 x Flowers & Butterflies | 10 80140 65243

8 x Sailors Bay | 10 80140 65244

16 360° trainer cups mepal mio 300 ml
8 x Flowers & Butterflies | 10 80160 65243

8 x Sailors Bay | 10 80160 65244

16 sets feeding spoons mepal mio 2 pcs
8 x deep pink | 10 80310 78400
8 x deep blue | 10 80310 14600

16 sets baby spoons mepal mio 2 pcs
8 x deep pink | 10 80320 78400
8 x deep blue | 10 80320 14600

24 children's bowls mepal mio
12 x Flowers & Butterflies | 10 80030 65243

12 x Sailors Bay | 10 80030 65244 

16 children's glasses mepal mio 250 ml
8 x Flowers & Butterflies | 10 80220 65243

8 x Sailors Bay | 10 80220 65244

16 drinking bottles pop-up campus 400 ml
8 x Flowers & Butterflies | 10 74100 65243

8 x Sailors Bay | 10 74100 65244

12 lunch boxes campus
6 x Flowers & Butterflies | 10 74400 65243

6 x Sailors Bay | 10 74400 65244

24 children's cutlery sets mepal mio 3 pcs
12 x Flowers & Butterflies | 10 80330 65243

12 x Sailors Bay | 10 80330 65244

16 trainer plates mepal mio
8 x Flowers & Butterflies | 10 80020 65243

8 x Sailors Bay | 10 80020 65244

24 children's plates mepal mio
12 x Flowers & Butterflies | 10 80015 65243

12 x Sailors Bay | 10 80015 65244

New
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ALWAYS A
VARIED LUNCH

Creating interesting packed lunches is child's play 

with our popular Campus range. Our smart beakers, 

clever lunch boxes and attractive children's dinnerware 

sets have been favourites for 30 years! Everything 

is leakproof and virtually indestructible, designed 

especially for children's hands. The flip-up water bottle 

has a built-in straw and will be available in the same 

cheerful colours as the pop-up water bottle. We're 

introducing a fun insulated bottle with a flip-up spout 

especially for children, so they can enjoy a refreshing 

drink of still or sparkling water on the go too.

School range 
Campus
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FOR CHILDREN | DRINKING BOTTLE POP-UP CAMPUS

Your new
schoolmate

Too cool
for school!

•  Press and drink, easy to use by children   

•  Easy to dismantle and clean, can go in the 
dishwasher  

•  Durable and sturdy  

•  Leakproof  

•  BPA-free

•  Cool and cool in the schoolyard

•  Flip and drink

•  Leakproof

•  The insulated bottle consists of 
doublewalled stainless steel

•  The outside of this bottle stays 
cool and dry

FOR CHILDREN | INSULATED- & WATER BOTTLE FLIP-UP CAMPUS

Press and drink. 
That’s the idea

The concept behind the pop-
up drinking bottle is plain and 

simple: press and drink. By 
just pressing the button once, 

the drinking bottle opens. 
The handy loop makes it easy 
to take along wherever you 

go. There is a large choice of 
colours and prints. 

100%
truly 

leakproof

Fl ip
& drink

Even the little ones can use 
the easy flip-up spout: the 

spout can easily be flipped up 
and the bottle is opened. The 
insulated bottle flip-up and 

the water bottle flip-up can be 
filled with carbonated drinks. 
Mepal recommends removing 

the straw.

12h

COLD

HOT
9 h
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10 74200 12200
70 x 70 x 155 mm

pu 2 | mc 48
material: abs

SCHOOL BEAKER
300 ML

pink
78200

turquoise
12200

blue 
14300

10 74100 12200
64 x 70 x 184 mm

pu 2 | mc 48
material: abs

DRINKING BOTTLE POP-UP 
400 ML

pink
78200

turquoise
12200

blue 
14300

FOR CHILDREN | BEAKER & BOTTLES CAMPUS FOR CHILDREN | BOTTLES FLIP-UP CAMPUS

WATER BOTTLE POP-UP
500 ML

pink
78200

10 74500 12200
64 x 70 x 222 mm

pu 2 | mc 30
material: pctg | abs | si

turquoise
12200

blue 
14300

10 74520 12200
64 x 70 x 222 mm

pu 2 | mc 30
material: pctg | pp | si

WATER BOTTLE FLIP-UP
500 ML

pink
78200

turquoise
12200

blue 
14300

10 74580 65350
65 x 70 x 202 mm

pu 4 | mc 24
material: stainless steel | pp | si

INSULATED BOTTLE FLIP-UP
350 ML

Unicorn
65377

Paw Patrol Girls
65397

Dino 
65381

Flowers
& Butterflies

65243

Sailors Bay
65244

Paw Patrol
65350

Frozen 2 
65382

Animal Friends
65373

10 74580 12200
65 x 70 x 202 mm

pu 4 | mc 24
material: stainless steel | pp | si

INSULATED BOTTLE FLIP-UP
350 ML

turquoise
12200

blue 
14300

pink
78200
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FOR CHILDREN | BENTO LUNCH BOX CAMPUS

Variation is
child's play 

•  Including separate bento box
 and fork

•   Tight sealing, the food will 
stay fresh longer

•   Easy to use by children

•   Variation made easier

•   BPA-free

•   Made in Holland

FOR CHILDREN | BENTO LUNCH BOX CAMPUS

Vary
easi ly 

Choose and mix to your heart's 
content! Thanks to the bento 
box, the lunch box is divided 
into different compartments. 
Prefer 'just' four sandwiches? 

Remove the bento box and you 
have plenty of room! Of course, 

the lunch box and the bento 
box can simply be put in the 

dishwasher after use.

Indestruct ible 
on the go

Wherever you go, with one of 
our sturdy lunch boxes you 

always have enough goodies 
with you. Not only ideal for 

your breaks at school, but also 
very handy to take with you 

during a day out, in the play-
ground or when exercising.

Enjoy 
the tasty 

lunch
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FOR CHILDREN | BENTO LUNCH BOX + FRUIT BOX CAMPUS 

10 74400 12200
178 x 132 x 61 mm 

pu 2 | mc 36
material: abs | pp

LUNCH BOX INCLUDING
BENTO BOWL + FORK

pink
78200

turquoise
12200

blue 
14300

FRUIT BOX 
250 ML

10 76800 12200
113 x 80 x 50 mm

pu 2 | mc 36
material: pctg | tpe

pink
78200

turquoise
12200

blue 
14300
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From the cute dogs Skye and Everest on your lunch box to a red race car on 
your bottle, our school products are decorated with your heroes!

SCHOOL BEAKER 
300 ML

10 74200
70 x 70 x 155 mm
be 2 | ve 2 | mc 48

material: abs

DRINKING BOTTLE POP-UP 
400 ML

10 74100
64 x 70 x 184 mm
be 2 | ve 2 | mc 48

material: abs

LUNCH BOX 
+ BENTO + FORK

10 74400
178 x 132 x 61 mm 
be 2 | ve 2 | mc 36
material: abs | pp

A unique decor 
for every child!

ANIMAL PLANET TIGER
drinking bottle pop-up | 10 74100 65354

school beaker | 10 74200 65354
lunch box + bento + fork | 10 74400 65354 

DINO
insulated bottle flip-up | 10 74580 65381
drinking bottle pop-up | 10 74100 65381

school beaker | 10 74200 65381
lunch box + bento + fork | 10 74400 65381

FOR CHILDREN | LUNCH PRODUCTS CAMPUS DECOR FOR CHILDREN | LUNCH PRODUCTS CAMPUS DECOR

AVENGERS
drinking bottle pop-up | 10 74100 65395

school beaker | 10 74200 65395
lunch box + bento + fork | 10 74400 65395

SPIDERMAN
drinking bottle pop-up | 10 74100 65396

school beaker | 10 74200 65396
lunch box + bento + fork | 10 74400 65396

CARS
drinking bottle pop-up | 10 74100 65394

school beaker | 10 74200 65394
lunch box + bento + fork | 10 74400 65394

SPACE
drinking bottle pop-up | 10 74100 65389 

school beaker | 10 74200 65389
lunch box + bento + fork | 10 74400 65389 

Campus Paw Patrol Girls

INSULATED BOTTLE 
FLIP-UP | 350 ML

10 74580
65 x 70 x 202 mm
be 2 | ve 4 | mc 24

material: stainless steel | pp | si
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MY HORSE
drinking bottle pop-up | 10 74100 65369 

school beaker | 10 74200 65369 
lunch box + bento + fork | 10 74400 65369

UNICORN
insulated bottle flip-up | 10 74580 65377 
drinking bottle pop-up | 10 74100 65377 

school beaker | 10 74200 65377
lunch box + bento + fork | 10 74400 65377

FOR CHILDREN | LUNCH PRODUCTS CAMPUS DECOR FOR CHILDREN | LUNCH PRODUCTS CAMPUS DECOR

FROZEN 2
insulated bottle flip-up | 10 74580 65382
drinking bottle pop-up | 1074100 65382

school beaker | 1074200 65382
lunch box + bento + fork | 10 74400 65382

FLOWERS & BUTTERFLIES
insulated bottle flip-up | 10 74580 65243 
drinking bottle pop-up | 10 74100 65243

school beaker | 10 74200 65243 
lunch box + bento + fork | 10 74400 65243

SAILORS BAY
insulated bottle flip-up | 10 74580 65244 
drinking bottle pop-up | 10 74100 65244

school beaker | 10 74200 65244
lunch box + bento + fork | 10 74400 65244

PAW PATROL
insulated bottle flip-up | 10 74580 65350
drinking bottle pop-up | 10 74100 65350 

school beaker | 10 74200 65350
lunch box + bento + fork | 10 74400 65350

PAW PATROL GIRLS
insulated bottle flip-up | 10 74580 65397
drinking bottle pop-up | 10 74100 65397

school beaker | 10 74200 65397 
lunch box + bento + fork | 10 74400 65350

JUNGLE
drinking bottle pop-up | 10 74100 65393

school beaker | 10 74200 65393
lunch box + bento + fork | 10 74400 65393

LEOPARD
drinking bottle pop-up | 10 74100 65388

school beaker | 10 74200 65388 
lunch box + bento + fork | 10 74400 65388

ANIMAL FRIENDS
insulated bottle flip-up | 10 74580 65373
drinking bottle pop-up | 10 74100 65373

school beaker | 10 74200 65373
lunch box + bento + fork | 10 74400 65373

LITTLE GOOSE
drinking bottle pop-up | 10 74100 65392

school beaker | 10 74200 65392
lunch box + bento + fork | 10 74400 65392 

DISNEY PRINCESS
drinking bottle pop-up | 10 74100 65398

school beaker | 10 74200 65398
lunch box + bento + fork | 10 74400 65398

New

New New

New
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FOR CHILDREN | LUNCH PRODUCTS CAMPUS DECOR FOR CHILDREN | COUNTER DISPLAYS CAMPUS

COUNTER DISPLAY
PAW PATROL GIRLS

10 74601 65397
385 x 292 x 342 mm

pu 1 | mc 1
material: abs | pp | si

8 x drinking bottle pop-up | 10 74100
6 x lunch box | 10 74400

COUNTER DISPLAY
DINO

10 74601 65381
385 x 292 x 342 mm

pu 1 | mc 1
material: abs | pp | si

8 x drinking bottle pop-up | 10 74100
6 x lunch box | 10 74400

COUNTER DISPLAY
FLOWERS & BUTTERFLIES

10 74601 65243
385 x 292 x 342 mm

pu 1 | mc 1
material: abs | pp | si

8 x drinking bottle pop-up | 10 74100
6 x lunch box | 10 74400

8 x drinking bottle pop-up | 10 74100
6 x lunch box | 10 74400

8 x drinking bottle pop-up | 10 74100
6 x lunch box | 10 74400

MIFFY CONFETTI
drinking bottle pop-up | 10 74100 65224

school beaker | 10 74200 65224
lunch box + bento + fork | 10 74400 65224 

L.O.L. SURPRISE
drinking bottle pop-up | 10 74100 65385

school beaker | 10 74200 65385 
lunch box + bento + fork | 10 74400 65385

NewNew

New

Paw Patrol
65350

Sailors bay
65244
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FOR CHILDREN | PALLET DISPLAYS CAMPUS FOR CHILDREN | PALLET DISPLAY CAMPUS

1/4 PALLET DISPLAY CAMPUS (12/16)
+ INSULATED - DECORS ASSORTED

10 74656 99961
600 x 400 x 1930 mm

pu 1 | mc 1

16 insulated bottles flip-up campus
350 ml

4 x Unicorn | 10 74580 65377
4 x Frozen 2 | 10 74580 65382

4 x Paw Patrol | 10 74580 65350
4 x Dino | 10 74580 65381

16 water bottles flip-up campus 
500 ml

6 x turquoise | 10 74520 12200
5 x pink | 10 74520 78200
5 x blue | 10 74520 14300

Per decor 
8 x drinking bottles pop-up campus | 10 74100

6 x lunch boxes campus | 10 74400

decor 1 Paw Patrol Girls | 65397
decor 2 Paw Patrol | 65350
decor 3 Frozen 2 | 65382

decor 4 Spiderman | 65396
decor 5 Animal Friends | 65373

decor 6 Space | 65389
decor 7 Unicorn | 65377

decor 8 Dino | 65381
decor 9 Flowers & Butterflies | 65243

decor 10 Sailors Bay | 65244

1/4 PALLET DISPLAY CAMPUS (12/16)
DECORS ASSORTED

10 74656 99962
600 x 400 x 1930 mm

pu 1 | mc 1

32 water bottles flip-up campus 
500 ml

11 x pink | 10 74520 78200
10 x blue | 10 74520 14300

11 x turquoise | 10 74520 12200

Per decor 
8 x drinking bottles pop-up campus | 10 74100

6 x lunch boxes campus | 10 74400

decor 1 Paw Patrol Girls | 65397
decor 2 Paw Patrol | 65350

decor 3 Unicorn | 65377
decor 4 Space | 65389

decor 5 Frozen 2 | 65382
decor 6 Spiderman | 65396
decor 7 Leopard | 65388

decor 8 Dino | 65381
decor 9 L.O.L. Surprise | 65385

decor 10 Animal planet tiger | 65354

New

New



2023 Mepal B.V. Model changes, printing efforts and colour differences may occur. 

The colours of the printed products may differ from the actual assortment. For the complete 
overview of our assortment we advice you to visit our webiste or to contact our sales 

department. Mepal has a large assortment of replacement parts. Our colleagues of the sales 
department can give you more information about prices and availability


